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Context - Newcastle Cycling Strategy
Ten year plan from 2012 with midterm review

Cycle City Ambition funding - £6M (plus further investments)

Delivering schemes for strategic route network

Providing information for trips to change behaviour

Removing barriers to cycling and increasing journeys

Evidence-based with consultations and evaluation



Evaluation vs  Audit
Have we delivered what we 
were aiming for?

Objectives

Cycle journeys

User experience

Public value

Are we meeting service 
standards?

Quality standards

Road surface

Journey times

Engineering



Scoping Evaluation Practice
Strategy Monitoring data across cycle counters

Bikelife surveys and stop and ask surveys

Schemes Demand for before/after impact 
studies

Lack of scheme-specific cycling objectives

Process Regular reporting and consultation



Strategic Objectives
Increase proportion of trips <3 miles cycled

National Travel Survey derived DfT target

Deliver strategic cycle network

Radial routes into city centre diagrammed

Scheme investments deliver strategic routes
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Evaluating Strategic Routes
Three joint evaluative rides in good conditions

photos - observations - audit - recommendations

Is it a route?

Continuity; signage; extent; usage

Is it strategic?

Quality; connectivity; user experience; compromise



Routes - Frequently Asked Questions
Where does it start?

Which way now?

Have you told anyone?

What about this bit?

Recommendation - plan for interim reintegration into traffic



Strategic Enhancements
Directness and main road space suit higher speed cyclists 
(Aldred, 2014)

Employer engagement for connectivity and destination 
provision needed e.g. BUGs

Cyclists given priority is insufficient to reduce traffic speeds

Linking to destinations beyond city centre between routes 

User communication and engagement on compromises



Auditing Infrastructure
Demonstration and learning with experimental investments

Revisiting historic (1990s) developments to calm traffic

Cycle infrastructure can happen away from cycle routes

Surface quality and space in cut throughs limiting

Recommendation - user images of ‘favourite infrastructure’



Short sections 
of good quality 
surface badly 
linked up

● Tight turns
● Visibility
● Bollards



90s route 
infrastructure 
meets cycle 
city ambitions



Good design 
takes you by 
surprise - 
protection from 
car park 
entrance on 
right of image



Local people 
may have 
established 
priorities for 
the road space

● Parking
● Trading



Increasing Cycling Trips
Proportion of short trips lumps too many things together

Trip character varies economically and demographically

Perception of infrastructure for small number existing cyclists

Trips can be be multimode stages between several stops

Within and beyond city centre visitor travel behaviours vary

Recommendation - collect data on diversity of trip types



Travel to Work
Can be several stages - including cycling to rail station

Excludes people not working - students; children; retired

Travel to work - census 2011 roughly 3% cycle main mode

Bikelife (household) telephone survey - 5% 2015 - 7% 2017

Recommendation - set target of 10% cycle to work in 2021



Strategic Evaluation
Specify suitable objectives - cycling as transport for people

Transport a means to an end - raising our eyes from the road

Wait until completion to evaluate - relate process to strategy

Contest established measurement and national deference

Co-production really gives people space to think critically

Recommendation - ride what you build in public perspective



Developing an Audit Approach
Evaluation takes time and is easy to put off

Many ‘audit tools’ are available to quantify experiences

Before/after is limited by dynamic nature of transport

Audit needs to align with strategic objectives

Infrastructure should empower and reduce barriers to cycling

DfT is developing new guidance on local evaluation 


